
21st annual ARTcetera: 
Treasuring 
      this Time

Amberwing –  
A Case for  
New Programming
Whole-Person Co-
Occurring Substance 
Use Disorder and 
Psychotherapist Training 
Program -- Expanded 
Substance Use Disorder 
Programming that’s 
Comprehensive and 
Unique.

• 4.3 million American 
youth use alcohol -- a 
statistic that’s ever more 
concerning for local psy-
chiatrists and therapists. 

• Clinicians are seeing 
younger and younger 
people using not just 
alcohol, but illicit drugs, 
aerosols and other chem-
icals to get a high. 

• For young people, no 
amount of substance use 
is safe. Substance use 
can affect growth and 
development, especially 
brain development, and 
the earlier kids start, the 
greater the chance of de-
veloping addiction issues 
and other serious health 
problems later in life.

• Mental illness and sub-
stance abuse go hand-in-
hand, so it makes sense 
to treat them at the same 
time in the same place. 
That place is Amberwing.

• A lack of clinicians con-
tributes to the barrier of 
treating mental illness 
and substance abuse at 
the same time. Amber-
wing’s clinician training 
component will solve that 
problem.

• Being at Amberwing, 
being identified there as 
someone in need, and 
then staying there to 
receive that care, may be 
the most important thing 
that happens in a young 
person’s life. 

For 21 years, the Miller-
Dwan Foundation has 
hosted ARTcetera, 

our community’s leading 
fundraising event. Every 
year our community 
comes together to make 
the evening a remarkable, 
one-of-a-kind, extravaganza 
that features support from 
throughout our region and 
beyond.  And this year is no 
exception. While the venue 
will be virtual and the dress 
code casual, the evening will 
be no less spectacular. With 
inspiring stories, surprise 
guests and signature auction 
items, you’ll share the joy of 
creating greater hope and 
wellness for children who 
need mental health and 
substance use care.

Over the years, net 
ARTcetera proceeds have 
totaled more than $3 
million, filling important 
healthcare gaps and 
creating some of our area’s 
most meaningful healthcare 
options –– options like 
Solvay Hospice House, the 
Caring Ways Cancer Center, 
a newly renovated inpatient 
behavioral health unit and 
of course, Amberwing – 
Center for Youth & Family 
Well-Being. These important 
healthcare innovations 
stand out our in our region, 
transforming lives and 
serving you, your employees, 
neighbors and loved ones. 
ARTcetera creates healthier 
people, healthier families 
and a healthier community.

This year, proceeds will 
expand Amberwing care 
to include a robust and 
combined mental health/
substance use disorder (SUD)
program and a specialized 
clinician training program 
– all in keeping with the 
innovative programming 
Amberwing has to offer. 
Plans are already underway. 
All we need is you. It’s just 
one more way that together, 
we can commit to the 
health and wellness 
of our region’s youth 
and families.  

An 
exclusively 
Virtual 
evening to 
benefit the 
Miller-Dwan 
Foundation’s 
Amberwing 
– Center 
for Youth  
& Family 
Well-Being

To learn more about Treasuring this Time, Miller-Dwan Foundation’s first ever Virtual ARTcetera – 
all of the fun, fancy and festive details, as well as view the   fabulous auction items up for bid, 
go to: http://www.mdfoundation.org/artcetera-2020 or call 218-786-5829.

 “More of Amberwing’s young people will be cared for AND our region 
will receive top-notch mental health therapists who specialize in the 
kind of edgy effective co-ocurring SUD/mental health care that works 
for youth.” – Traci Marciniak, Miller-Dwan Foundation President. 

“At Amberwing we have the opportunity every day 
to contribute to helping youth live their best life 
and I am proud to be part of this fantastic care.” 
– Lori Kulas, Amberwing SUD Specialist

MARK YOUR 
CALENDAR TODAY!  
Friday, September 18, 2020
Venue: Virtual (First Ever!)

7:00 – 8:00 p.m. We’ll gather virtually to hear uplifting 
stories, toast a beloved icon and bid on exquisite items and 
experiences that bring joy and wellness. And, you can always count 
on us to throw in a few exciting twists! Socially distance with a few 
of your favorite people or just tune in. 

Dress Code: Dress up or simply don your most comfortable attire.
Website: www.mdfoundation.org/artcetera-2020


